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Abstract
This paper experimentally and theoretically investigates improving interaction free measurement (IFM) efficiency using a chain of multiple interferometers with transmissive beam splitters of reflectivity less than 50%. The object measured with IFM is present or absent from one of the interferometer paths depending on the polarization of the incident light. The ability to effectively move an object in and out of the system without physically moving it makes implementing a multiple chain interferometer more practical. It also allows verifying the desired interferometer phase while simultaneously making the IFM measurement. A recursive phase model of a chain of interferometers is presented which accounts for both losses and arbitrary phase differences between each pair of arms in the chain. The recursive model predicts the photodiode power and is experimentally validated for a chain of interferometers of lengths one and two.
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1. Introduction

One limitation that quantum mechanics has imposed is that the disturbance to a system by measuring it cannot be smaller than a certain amount or quanta. This limitation is not present in a classical view since a disturbance can be arbitrarily small. Renninger was the first to theorize that a system could potentially be measured indirectly without disturbing it at all [1]. Later, Dicke [2] described how the non-interaction between photons and an atom modifies the probability wave function of the atom. Then Elitzur and Vaidman (EV) [3] proposed an ‘interaction free measurement’ (IFM) experiment that could be carried out using a Mach–Zehnder interferometer to measure the presence or absence of a completely opaque object without a single photon absorbed by the object. The two beam splitters in the EV interferometer have reflection to transmission ratios that can be varied from 50:50 to 100:0. As the beam splitter reflectivities deviate from 50%, the probability of detecting a bomb that will explode if it absorbs a single photon without setting it off increases from 25% to a limit of 50%.

One solution to the 50% IFM probability limit of the single interferometer is a system or chain of coupled Mach–Zehnder interferometers [4]. The coupled interferometers increase the probability of photons to perform measurement of the presence of an object without being absorbed by the object as the number of interferometers increases. If the object is present, the light behaves as a particle and will follow the path without the object to the ‘light port’. If there is no object present and the beam splitters have the correct reflectivity, the photons behave as a wave and can be tuned to constructively interfere into the path that would without interference be the path of minimum light intensity. The minimum light intensity path ends at the ‘dark port’.

This paper investigates the experimental implementation of a multiple interferometer IFM chain using transmissive beam splitters with reflectivity less than 50%. The idea to implement an IFM chain to obtain high efficiency IFM measurements using beam splitters with reflectivity greater than 50% has been previously suggested [4]. The setup is displayed in figure 2. The object used to perform IFM measurements upon is a photodiode ‘bomb’ at the vertically polarized output of a polarization beam splitter. This object will be in the path when the light is vertically polarized, and is removed from the path if the light is horizontally polarized. When the incident light is diagonally polarized the object can be measured in and out of the path at the same time depending on the photon polarization. This allows verifying in real time...
whether the interferometer arm lengths are correctly aligned while making an IFM measurement. The real time diagnostic is advantageous if IFM is to be used on turbid media such as biological tissue that changes the phase relationship on a millisecond time frame [5]. The ability to diagnose the IFM chain phases becomes more important as the number of interferometers in the chain is increased.

One experiment that could benefit from a polarization sensitive object is an integrated quantum photonic chain of ten interferometers [6]. Since the photonic circuit is not changeable after it is manufactured, an absorbing object is placed into the interferometer arms by either placing the objects with single nanometer position near each arm, or manufacturing nearly identical chips one with absorbers and the other without absorbers. These two options do not allow switching the object quickly in and out of the system. However, by using a polarization dependent object, the object can be switched in and out of the system with high speed since there is no need to move physical objects in and out of the system. A second IFM experiment using electrons instead of photons to implement an IFM scheme [7] may also be adapted to a similar scheme by controlling the orientation of the electron spin and using an electron spin dependent object instead of a polarization dependent object. Another IFM experiment uses Rubidium atoms pumped into a state causing them to be polarization dependent which is similar to the polarization dependent object used in this paper [8]. This results in photons that are 95% resonant with Rubidium atoms that can be used in Rubidium atom based quantum memories. A similar IFM approach could be applied to generating photons for use in quantum dot based memory [9].

This paper also introduces a recurrence equation using phase vectors to predict the photodiode power of IFM experiments using multiple interferometers in a chain. The recurrence model accounts for an arbitrary number of interferometers, arbitrary beam splitter reflectivities, beam splitter losses, object losses and phase differences between each pair of interferometer arms. The recursive model is an alternative method [10] that can be used to find the phase change caused by a system of objects. The recursive model and the experimental results of the interferometer chain lengths one and two are compared and found to agree.

2. The single interferometer setup

The two experimental setups investigated in this paper consist of interferometer chains of length one and two. This section describes the experimental setup of the single interferometer and the polarization light source.

The polarization controlled light source used in IFM setups is shown in figure 1. The laser is a 5 mW 632.8 nm HeNe TEM_{00} with random polarization. Although the coherence length of the laser can affect the visibility of the interference by a few percent, the IFM results are not affected since the IFM efficiency is measured when the object is present and no interference occurs. The horizontal polarization is selected using a polarization beam displacer and an iris. A beam sampling wedge (BSW) is used to create a sample of the incident power (I_{0}) of the interferometer chain. The measured incident beam sample is recorded during the experiment and used during post processing to both determine the actual time varying power at the input of the IFM chain and verify the variation is around ±10%. Additionally, the incident beam power was used to compensate for any fluctuations in the detector power caused by power fluctuations of the light source. The fluctuations in the light source can be caused by power supply variations, or by hopping between the different longitudinal laser modes. Next, the polarization is controlled with a quarter wave-plate (QWP) and half wave-plate. The QWP is used to remove the slight elliptical polarization caused by passing through BSW and reflecting off of M2.

The single interferometer experimental setup for the simultaneous IFM consists of two non-polarizing beam splitters of approximately 20% reflectivity is shown in figure 2.

The first component in the interferometer is the non-polarizing beam splitter BS1. The measured reflection and transmission coefficients for the different polarizations and beam splitters BS1 and BS2 are given in table 1. The light in arm B reflects off of mirror M2 and goes through the polarization beam splitter PBS1. The vertically polarized light entering PBS1 is reflected into the photodiode ‘bomb’ D1 which effectively inserts the object into arm B. For horizontally polarized light PBS1 passes the light through it which
effectively removes the photodiode ‘bomb’ D1 from arm B. The power of the horizontal and vertical polarizations in both outputs of BS2 are measured using the polarization beam splitters PBS2, PBS3 and photodiodes D3–D6.

The horizontal light from arms A and B are combined at BS2. The observed interference at detectors D5 and D4 allows adjusting the interferometer phase to direct all the horizontally polarized light away from detector D5 and toward D4. The polarization beam splitter PBS1 inserts the ‘bomb’ D1 into arm B for vertically polarized photons. Therefore, the vertically polarized light in arm A has nothing to interfere with from arm B, so it splits at the beam splitter BS2 and propagates to both detectors D3 and D6. Since the interferometer is tuned to force all the light toward PBS2 when there is no ‘bomb’, a detection at D6 indicates the ‘bomb’ is in the interferometer. For diagonally polarized light (±45°), which contains both vertically and horizontally polarized photons, the ‘bomb’ will be measured to be both in and out of the interferometer depending on the photon polarization state measured at PBS1, PBS2 or PBS3.

### 3. Single interferometer experimental results

The following section presents the experimental results of the IFM chain experiment using a chain length of one.

The light incident on the system shown in figure 2 is linearly polarized at 45°. The relative phase difference between the two arms is varied using the piezo actuator PZ1. The measured power of the photodetectors versus the relative phase are displayed in figure 3. The interferometer relative path difference is zeroed when the light detected at D5 goes to zero.

For vertically polarized light the object D1 is present and absorbs 100% of the light incident upon it. This results in the quasi-dc signals for the vertically polarized light as measured by detector D3, object detector D1, and D6. The vertically polarized light detected at D3 represents light that yields no information about whether the object is in or out of the interferometer, since light always propagates toward PBS2 whether the object is present or not.

The light detected at D6 is an IFM $P_{\text{det}} = P_{\text{D6}}$, because it indicates the presence of the object without being absorbed by the object. The light detected in the object detector D1 represents the power absorbed by the object and is denoted by $P_{\text{abs}} = P_{\text{D1}}$. Since the power of the detected light is equivalent to the probability of detection of a single photon, the measure of the IFM efficiency [4] of the system can be found using equation (1)

$$\eta = \frac{P(\text{det})}{P(\text{det}) + P(\text{abs})}. \tag{1}$$

The experimental light measurements for 45° linearly polarized light are displayed in figure 3. The results for vertically polarized light show an IFM detection power ($P_{\text{det}}$) of 0.15 mW and the power absorbed by the object $P_{\text{abs}}$ of 0.37 mW. Using equation (1), the IFM efficiency $\eta$ is 28.8%. In an ideal lossless system, the ~20% reflective beam splitters would yield an IFM efficiency of $\eta = 44.4%$.

The experimental results for the horizontally polarized component of the incident light (D4 and D5) are shown in figure 3. These results indicate there is no object in the system since the dark port D5 shows interference with visibility greater than 95% as the relative arm lengths are moved. This allows simultaneously measuring the IFM efficiency of the system as well as verifying that the relative interferometer arm lengths are correctly set if there were no object in the system. This avoids the need for an additional guide beam to simultaneously verify the relative phases of the interferometers when an object is present.
interferometer. For this paper the phase of 180° in the interferometer and the light is directed to the photodetector D3.

polarized light, the object photodiodes D1, D2 and D5 are absent from the interferometer, which allows PZ1 and PZ2 to tune the relative phase in both interferometers to direct all the light to detector D5. For vertically polarized light, the object photodiodes D1, D2 and D5 are present in the interferometer and the light is directed to the photodetector D3.

5. Dual interferometer results

The following section presents the experimental results of the IFM chain experiment using a chain length of two. The IFM efficiency is compared between the single and double interferometer and also with the model. The photodetector measurements of detector D5 and the recursive phase model are compared.

Figure 5 displays the measured horizontally polarized light at the ‘light port’ detector D4 (top) and the ‘dark port’ detector D5 (bottom) as the relative path difference in the first and second interferometers are varied independently. The relative phase difference in the first interferometer is stepped from −32° to 379° in increments of 4.5°. The relative phase difference in the second interferometer is adjusted from 0° to 1440° then back to 0°. The second interferometer phase change results in the vertical lines at each phase of the first interferometer. This vertical nature is due to holding the phase of the first interferometer constant while the second interferometer phase is varied. The large phase change in the second interferometer allows capturing a region of nearly linear displacement versus PZ2 voltage which simplifies reconstructing the phase of the second interferometer from the measured detector power.

In figure 5, the maximum power in D5 occurs approximately when the first interferometer relative phase difference is 180° which is the optimum phase for IFM. There is a phase offset from the ideal 180° of approximately 8° caused by the lossy hybrid beam splitter coatings of BS1 and BS2. The phase offset from the first interferometer also causes the asymmetric (humps) in the horizontally polarized light measured by detector D4. The ability of the interferometer chain to detect the absence of an object depends upon adjusting the relative phases in the interferometers such that no light exits the system from D4. If the non-polarizing beam splitters have the same reflectivity for the horizontal and vertical polarizations, the horizontal polarization can be used to verify the interferometer chain phases are

4. The two interferometer chain setup

The experimental setup for the interferometric chain of length two consists of the single interferometer chain with the addition of a polarization beam splitter PBS2, a non-polarizing beam splitter BS3 and two mirrors M3 and M4. The setup for the interferometer chain of length two is shown in figure 4. The number of beam splitters in the setup is represented by N. The object for IFM is located in arm A2 in the second interferometer instead of arm B2 as it would be for an interferometer chain with a greater than 50% beam splitter reflectivity. By locating the object in arm A2, the object will be exposed to the minimum amount of light since the reflected light is less than the transmitted light when the object D1 is in arm A1.

The second interferometer relative phase is adjusted by moving BS3 with a ceramic capacitor based nanomover PZ2 [11]. The two piezoelectric actuators allow independent control of the relative phase difference in both interferometers to allow all combinations of relative phase differences in the interferometer arms to be investigated. This allows investigating the phase combination of 90°, 180°, or 270° in the first interferometer. For this paper the phase of 180° in the first interferometer is chosen to investigate in detail. The ceramic capacitor based nanomover exhibits a nonlinear displacement versus applied voltage for applied voltages near zero volts, and near the maximum voltage. The data in the linear region will be what is used to compare the experimental results with the numerical simulation model of the system.

For horizontally polarized light, the object photodiodes D1, D2 and D6 are absent from the interferometer, which allows PZ1 and PZ2 to tune the relative phase in both interferometers to direct all the light to detector D5. For vertically polarized light, the object photodiodes D1, D2 and D5 are present in the interferometer and the light is directed to the photodetector D3.

Figure 4. The experimental setup of the Mach–Zehnder interferometer IFM chain length of two using N = 3 beam splitters BS1, BS2, BS3. The PZ1 and PZ2 elements in the figure represent the piezoelectric actuators that are used to control the position of the beam splitters BS1 and BS3.
tuned to force all the light away from detector D4 to detector D5. The experimental setup is able to use interference to route all but 5% of the horizontally polarized light away from detector D4 into detector D5.

Vertically polarized light does not undergo interference since the arms of the interferometers with detectors D1 and D2 are opaque. Since interference forbids the light to go to PBS3 if the object is absent. An IFM $P_{\text{det}}$ occurs when vertically polarized light is detected at D3 ($P_{D3}$). A detection at D3 indicates the presence of the object (D1, D2, and D6) without being absorbed by the object. The vertically polarized light measured by detectors D1, D3, D2, and D6 are plotted in figure 6. The light detected in the object detectors D1, D2 and D5 are summed and represent the power absorbed by the object and are denoted as $P_{\text{abs}} = P_{D1} + P_{D2} + P_{D5} = .32 \text{ mW} + .20 \text{ mW} + .08 \text{ mW}$. Using equation (1) the IFM efficiency of the two interferometer system is $\eta = 31.8\%$.

The measurements shown in figures 5 and 6 were taken with incident light polarized at a 45° angle. If light polarized at 45° is incident on the interferometer chain, the interferometer arm lengths can be tuned to forbid horizontally polarized light to exit BS3 toward PBS3 while simultaneously the vertically polarized light is blocked by detectors D1 and D2 and allowed to pass through BS3 to PBS3. The slight variations in the power of the vertical light detectors in figure 6 are from the partial conversion of the horizontally polarized light subject to interference into vertically polarized light. The birefringence of the mirrors and beam splitters are responsible for this effect.

In order to model the experimental power at each photodetector and predict the IFM efficiency, all the optical components in the system are measured. The measured reflectivity, transmissivity and loss of the polarization dependent and independent beam splitters used in the experiment are listed in table 1.

### 6. IFM efficiency

The relationship between the ideal beam splitter reflectivity, the number beam splitters in the IFM chain $N$, and the IFM efficiency $\eta$ is illustrated in figure 7 using equations (1), (3) and (4) as a function of beam splitter reflectivity. One point of
interest in comparing the IFM efficiencies of the single, and double interferometer setups is when the beam splitter reflectivity is 25%. The IFM efficiency of both lossless systems are approximately equal as measured with equation (1).

The IFM efficiency calculation predicts that an ideal lossless multiple interferometer system is more efficient in using photons than for a single interferometer when the number of beam splitters \( N \) is greater than three as plotted in figure 7. In addition to the theoretical IFM efficiency of a lossless system, figure 7 plots the two experimental data points for the double and single IFM chain experiments. The experimental efficiency is less due to losses in the mirrors M1–M4, beam splitters BS1–BS3, and the polarization beam splitters PBS1 and PBS2 [12]. A recursive phase model that can be used to predict the IFM chain experimental results with nonideal optics will now be discussed in detail.

### 6.1. Optimal reflectivity given \( N \) stages

The experimental IFM efficiency has been found for fixed beam splitter reflectivities for chain lengths of one and two. In order to predict the IFM efficiency for arbitrary reflectivities and any integer \( N \) beam splitters, a model of the interferometer chain is now presented. The model is compared with both the experimental efficiencies, and verifies the beam splitter transmissivity as a function of the IFM chain length equation (3) and its complement [4] yield the optimal reflectivity. The recursive model can find the probability of detecting photons in all the detectors given the optical system component properties. The IFM efficiency for arbitrary IFM chain lengths can be predicted using the recursive model.

The model is a recurrence relationship where the results of the current interferometer stage are dependent on the stage before it. This relationship is based on complex phasor arithmetic [13] describing the interference of two plane waves.

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_A(0) &= 0, \\
    a_B(0) &= \sqrt{P_0}, \\
    a_A(N) &= t_A^N(N) \left\{ a_A(N-1) \exp \times [i\theta(N)] + a_B(N-1) \text{t}(N) \right\}, \\
    a_B(N) &= t_B^N(N) \left\{ a_A(N-1) \times \exp[i\theta(N)] \text{t}(N) + a_B(N-1) \text{r}(N) \right\}, \\
    P_A(N) &= a_A(N)a_A^*(N), \\
    P_B(N) &= a_B(N)a_B^*(N), \\
    \text{t}(N) &= \sqrt{T(N)}, \\
    r_A(N) &= \sqrt{R(N)} \exp[i(\pi + \phi)], \\
    r_B(N) &= \sqrt{R(N)}, \\
    T_A(N) &= 100\%, 85\% \ldots, \\
    T_B(N) &= 85\%, 100\% \ldots, \\
    t_A(N) &= \sqrt{T_A(N)}, \\
    t_B(N) &= \sqrt{T_B(N)}. \\
\end{align*}
\]

The recursive formula in equation (2) describes the interference that occurs at a beam splitter \( N \) in the interferometer chain. The amplitude of the light output from the \( N \)th beam splitter in the A arm and the B arm is denoted by \( a_A(N) \) and \( a_B(N) \) respectively. The light power in the upper and lower arms of the interferometer after the \( N \)th beam splitter is defined as \( P_A(N) \) and \( P_B(N) \) respectively. The variables \( R(N) \) and \( T(N) \) are the reflectivity and transmissivity of the \( N \)th beam splitter with respect to power. The reflectivity in terms of amplitude for the A and B arms is given by \( r_A(N) \) and \( r_B(N) \) respectively. The \( \pi \) phase shift in the \( r_A(N) \) term represents the phase shift due to light in the ‘A’ arm reflecting from the \( N \)th beam splitter. The reflection term \( r_B(N) \) represents the reflection from the beam splitter incident from the bottom and without a phase shift. The variable \( \text{t}(N) \) indicates the transmissivity of each beam splitter as measured in amplitude. The angle \( \theta(N) \) represents the relative phase difference between the two arms of the interferometer. The phase between the reflected and transmitted light \( \phi \) is to account for the phase difference caused by the loss in each beam splitter BS\( (N) \). The transmission coefficients of the object polarization beam splitters PBS\((N)\) in the arms of each interferometer stage are \( T_A(N) \) and \( T_B(N) \).

The optimal reflectivity to perform the IFM experiment given an arbitrary number \( N \) of beam splitters can be found with the model using three constraints. The first constraint is that when no object is in the system it must be possible to output all of the light in the dark port. The second constraint is that the reflectivity is near zero in the case of reflectivity less than 50% and near one in the case it is above 50%. The third constraint is that the relative phase differences in each of the interferometers must be optimized to transfer the light from the light to the dark port. A plot of the probability of light exiting the dark port for a two interferometer system (\( N = 3 \)) beam splitters as the beam splitter reflectivity is varied is shown in figure 8. From this graph the optimal reflectivities occur at 25% and 75% which confirms the prediction of equation (3). The dark port is arm B for the 25% reflectivity and switches to arm A for the 75% reflectivity. The swapping of exit arms versus reflectivity occurs when \( N \) is an odd number greater than one. For an even number of beam splitters \( N \) greater than two, the dark port is always arm A for any reflectivity. For a more complicated IFM system, the number of beam splitters \( N \) is set to 20. A plot of the probability of light going into the dark port versus beam splitter reflectivity is given in figure 9. The optimal reflectivity near zero is 0.615%. The optimal reflectivity near one is 99.385%. In this plot, there are multiple reflectivities where all the light can be directed to the dark port (arm A).

The reflectivities that direct all the light to the dark port are the same as the optimal reflectivities predicted by equations (3) and (4) for \( 1 < N < 20 \) and \( N \) is even. This is due to the light completely interfering into arm B one or more times as it traverses the interferometer system. For example the optimal reflectivity for \( N = 4 \) will cause the light to completely interfere into arm B five times as it traverses the 20 beam splitters. For the optimal IFM reflectivity, the light
transmissivities and reflectivities agree with both equations (3) and (4). These equations are the complement of those given by Kwiat et al [4] since their theoretical experimental model used beam splitter reflectivities with greater than 50% reflectivity

\[ T(N) = \cos^2 \left( \frac{\pi}{2N} \right), \quad (3) \]

\[ R(N) = \sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi}{2N} \right). \quad (4) \]

The optimal reflectivity is found using the recursive model to plot the probability of light exiting the light and dark ports as the reflectivity of the beam splitters is varied. If the reflectivity is decreased beyond the optimal value for N, the adjustment of the relative phase difference between the two interferometer stages does not allow all the light to exit the dark port. If the reflectivity is increased beyond the optimal amount, the relative phase difference between the arms can be adjusted to send all the light to the dark port of the output of the interferometer chain. The IFM efficiency increases as the reflectance coefficient decreases in the case of a transmissive type multistage IFM setup. For some applications such as imaging where a small percent of false detection is allowed, the overall IFM efficiency can be increased. If the reflectivity of the mirrors is reduced from the optimal value some of the light will exit the light port falsely indicating the presence of an object. However, for an IFM chain with \( N = 3 \), and a 1% false object detection rate the reflectivity of the mirrors can be reduced by 11.3% from the optimal 25% to a reflectance coefficient of 22.2% in a lossless system. By decreasing the reflectivity, the IFM efficiency will increase from 42% to 47% since the probability of light hitting the object is reduced.

### 6.2. Comparison between experiment and model

The recursive model of the interferometer chain uses experimentally determined phases, reflectivity and transmissivity for modeling the optical components in the system as shown in Table 1. The results of plotting the recursive model for the dark port (D5) with horizontally polarized light is shown in Figure 10. The recursive model prediction agrees well the actual photodiode power measurement. The horizontal axis indicates the phase difference between the arms of the first interferometer is varied from \(-20^\circ\) to \(380^\circ\). While the phase in the first interferometer is held constant, the phase of the second interferometer is varied from \(0^\circ\) to \(1440^\circ\) and back to \(0^\circ\). The reason for varying the phase of the second interferometer by multiple wavelengths is to allow capturing a single wavelength of linear displacement versus voltage region of the piezoactuator PZ2 [11, 15]. The linear displacement allows low order polynomial curve fitting of the phase of both interferometers from the experimental photodiode power measurements using a genetic algorithm [16]. A genetic algorithm was chosen since it is robust against signal noise and works well with finding the polynomial coefficients.
7. Discussion and conclusion

The chain of interferometers as discussed in this paper uses beam splitters with less than 50% reflectivity. This choice of reflectivity forces the object location to alternate between the upper and lower arms of the interferometer chain. For the highest efficiency IFM the beam splitter reflectivities need to be near zero. The choice of lower than 50% reflectivity has the advantage of allowing the beam splitter ratios to be arbitrarily close to zero by adjusting the incident angle to make use of Brewster’s angle. This allows changing the length $N$ of the IFM chain for horizontally polarized incident light more feasible than having the beam splitters manufactured with a fixed ratio in advance for each chain length.

Another potential use of the interferometer chain is to investigate the effect caused by combinations of objects present or absent in the dark port of any interferometer in the chain. For an IFM chain of length $N$ it may be possible to encode a binary number of $N$ bits by either having an object or not in any combination of interferometer arms. This could be used to implement an optical key lock where the individual mechanical tumblers are replaced with interferometer arms and the key would block the correct combination of arms to get the output light amplitude and phase to unlock. For an optical key lock it would be interesting to use an object capable of electromagnetically induced transparency [17] to input a key pattern without requiring a physical object to be moved. The IFM chain also has potential use in counter-factual computation such as Grover’s algorithm [18] or quantum logic gates [19].

In conclusion this paper has investigated an IFM chain of interferometers method using beam splitter reflectivities less than 50%, and an object that exists or not depending on the incident light polarization. The ability to move the object in and out of a chain of interferometers without physical motion makes IFM chains more feasible to implement. For diagonally polarized light the object can be measured to be in the measurement arms while simultaneously allowing diagnosis of the IFM chain phases without the object. The proposed recursive model agrees well with the measured experimental data and can be used to model arbitrary chain length IFM systems to improve efficiency.
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Figure 10. Plot of the recursive model and experimental results of a two interferometer IFM chain of the horizontal photodiode power in the ‘light port’ D4. The vertical axis is the photodiode power in mW, and the horizontal axis is the relative phase difference between the arms of the first interferometer. The vertical lines of dots represent the possible light power levels due to the combination of interference in the first and second interferometers. The theory and model agree well enough to be not discernable in the plot.